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As a leader, talk is cheap. Action is what counts and practice makes a difference. Below are 
practical steps to improve performance.     

• Leadership requires effort. Get to know your people as individuals first, beyond how you 
might normally view them as employees or part of a collective. Share stories with them. 
Break bread with them. Listen and learn about them. Make it personal. Trust builds as you 
do this and culminates in greater confidence on your part to empower them to get the job 
done. Like we said, this requires effort, but the payoff is worth it because it works. 
 

• Understand the role of individual values. Values drive our thoughts, feelings and 
behaviors far more than we often realize. To put your people first, you’ve got to 
understand their individual values and recognize their importance. Doing so enhances 
your ability to attract and retain the right people for the organization. It enables you to 
better motivate and engage them. It even allows you to tailor the timing and makeup of 
growth opportunities to the individual, further increasing the bond each employee has 
with you and the company. 
 
For the record, it doesn’t hurt to also understand your own values, as well, for the very 
same reasons: your own thoughts, feelings and behaviors often manifest from your core 
values and beliefs. Spending time naming them and aligning work to them brings greater 
job satisfaction and bleeds into your personal satisfaction. 
 

• You build – or erode – loyalty through the little things you do every day. More than ever, 
CEOs and senior leaders lament the lack of loyalty and are looking for employees who will 
be more committed to the company. Great leaders understand that loyalty can’t be 
demanded from anyone; it must be earned through the little things you do every day. 
Seek out ways to remove the obstacles standing between your people and their success. 
Make the extra effort to support them. Invest in your relationships with them to build 
trust, which is foundational to loyalty. Support them through issues arising in their 
families, with their physical health and emotional well-being. The longer you show up 
consistently to impact them positively, the greater sense of loyalty they’ll have toward 
you and the company. 
 

• You don’t need an 18-wheeler to move an envelope. Part of putting your people first is 
knowing the appropriate amount of resources to put toward a task, project or problem. 
It’s frustrating to employees when too many resources are thrown one way when other 
projects are struggling for their own resources. Being thoughtful in how you allocate 
conveys respect and concern for your people. 
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• Learning is a life-long journey. The day you know everything is probably the day you 

ought to think about hanging it up permanently. Close-mindedness frustrates everyone 
around you and often portrays you as arrogant or stubborn. Be open to new ways of 
doing things, even things you’ve always done a certain way before. Changing times, 
markets, customer demands, technology, employee needs and desires, all require us to 
maintain an open mind and willingness to learn every day. If you’re listening and truly 
putting your people first, they’ll teach you new things practically every day. 
 

• In every new adventure, take the time to learn the landscape. In episode 31, Germain St-
Denis spoke about multiple acquisitions he went through that required him to be flexible 
and open to change. He talked about paying attention in each new landscape to learn how 
he’d need to adjust his approach to be successful. But this lesson extends beyond just 
M&A; it’s good advice in any situation where change regularly occurs. Taking time to find 
out how things work is rarely wasted time. Find out who the movers and shakers are, 
what are the hidden rules, understand the patterns in the organization, and get to know 
the unique language. Remaining aware and observant provides valuable data to use when 
navigating through new situations. 
 

• Lean into your frustrations. When you find yourself frustrated with a person on your 
team, take it upon yourself to confront and resolve it. However, as Germain suggested in 
this episode, instead of focusing your frustration on the other person, ask yourself what 
you can do to help that person become more successful. Rather than sit on the sidelines 
and remain frustrated, get in the game and make it about them, not you. Doing so may 
not only resolve your immediate frustration, but it’ll go a long way toward building or 
repairing the relationship with them. This one is a textbook example of putting your 
people first, in this case ahead of your own frustration. In the end, you’ll likely get what 
you want, but you’ll have done so by helping the other person first. 
 

• Good things happen when you put your people first. By now, you’ve heard and read 
about companies severely hurt by the pandemic, companies whose employees 
abandoned ship and compounded their issues. But there are other companies whose 
employees rallied together to not only survive, but thrive through the chaos. Those 
employees all work for companies who historically have placed a high emphasis on 
building great cultures and putting their people first. When you put your people first, 
good things will happen every day and they’ll have your back when you most need it. 
 

• Your employees just want to go to work and live their values. We certainly hit this point 
in the second bullet on page 1, but it bears some repeating. We covered why it’s  
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important and how to understand them, but the lesson here is don’t make it hard for your 
employees to live their values at work. We’re not talking about cultural misfits whose 
values are directly at odds with company values; those need to be addressed or you risk 
damaging your culture. But everyone else, even those who fit the culture perfectly, will 
seriously contemplate leaving the company if they’re consistently unable to live and 
reflect their values at work. Fortunately, the opposite is true: when employees feel their 
work aligns with their personal values, retention increases in direct correlation to job 
satisfaction. 
 

• Avoid not resourcing what you’re asking for of others. Before you make any ask of your 
people, make sure you’re willing and able to provide the necessary resources to get the 
job done. Putting your people first means putting them in position to succeed, and few 
feel successful when it’s a constant struggle to do what is asked simply because they lack 
people, dollars, focus, or whatever other resource is required to get the job done. 
 

• Your customers have values, too! While we’re talking about the importance of knowing 
your employees’ values, don’t forget about your customers. They, too, are people with a 
set of values that drive thoughts, feelings and actions toward you, your company, and 
your products. Smart organizations invest in learning customer motives – often driven by 
their values – to better understand and influence buying decisions, but those same 
customer values are also useful in relationship building, just like we said they were with 
employees. 
 

• Credibility can’t be demanded. You gain credibility over time by consistently being 
authentic and helping your employees succeed. There’s no formula for short-cutting it, 
and it can be lost quickly if you’re not careful. As a new leader coming into an organization 
or team, you might be given immediate respect for the position, but don’t confuse respect 
with credibility. 
 

• Any leader who isn’t ready to serve shouldn’t be a leader. This one’s clear and pulls no 
punches, but it’s meant to be a wake-up call to anyone who hasn’t fully embraced the 
approach. Employees today are demanding leaders who support and empower them to 
be successful, and they expect leaders who are committed to removing the obstacles in 
the way. The authoritarian leader is already finding it uncomfortable leading employees 
today, so the sooner you embrace servant leadership, the sooner you’ll reap the benefits 
of putting your people first. As author Ken Blanchard stated in his book, Simple Truths: 
“Servant leadership is the best way to achieve both great results and great relationships.” 
Make it your goal to be an enabler of others’ success, not a hindrance. 
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To listen to this Episode again and tune in to episodes that you may have missed, go to 
http://www.thefrustratedceo.com/. 


